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Maintaining oxygenation is the principal purpose of airway man-
agement. Oxygen delivery in airway crises is aimed at preventing
cardiac arrest and limiting hypoxic consequences before quickly
moving on to secure the airway or wake the patient up if appro-
priate. Currently, there is debate1 2 concerning the most appropri-
ate method to facilitate oxygenation during a ‘can’t intubate,
can’t oxygenate’ (CICO) scenario while a definitive airway is se-
cured. Emergency front-of-neck access (FONA) courses include a
critical analysis of cannula cricothyroidotomy as part of their cur-
ricula. This has been driven by widespread acceptance and teach-
ing of Heard’s algorithm.3 However, concerns1 2 4–6 have been
raised over the high failure rate of cannula cricothyroidotomy in
CICO management when compared with surgical access, and its
future omission has been advocated. The Canadian Airway Focus
Group7 excludes cannula cricothyroidotomy from their recom-
mendations unless the clinician is very experienced with jet ven-
tilation. They state that options should be limited to either the
percutaneous needle-guided wide-bore cannula or an open surgi-
cal technique.

The case for a standardized approach to emergency FONA
with scalpel cricothyroidotomy was recently made in an edito-
rial,2 emphasizing that most FONAs were performed at the
point of cardiac arrest or death, and, in over 60% of instances, a

surgical airway was obtained but was too late to avoid a poor
outcome. So why is it perceived that cannula cricothyroidotomy
has a poor success rate and is there any evidence that anaesthe-
tists are better at using a scalpel?

Several authors1 8–11 have raised concerns that clinical identi-
fication of the cricothyroid membrane is difficult. However, this
is applicable to both placing a cannula and performing a surgical
airway. The use of ultrasound has been suggested to improve the
chance of identifying the location and depth of the trachea,12 par-
ticularly where there is possible anatomical distortion.

Unfortunately, the availability, proximity and portability of
equipment, as well as developing and maintaining suitable pro-
ficiency, limit its use in CICO scenarios. The Canadian Airway
Focus Group has suggested a ‘double setup airway intervention’,
which refers to ensuring the immediate availability of equip-
ment and personnel capable of performing a surgical airway.7

They admit that, while ultrasound might be helpful, there is
currently no evidence to support its emergency use.

An alternative to ultrasound for identifying the trachea and
cricothyroid membrane is to make a 3–6 cm vertical skin inci-
sion so that it can be either visualized or palpated directly.
Using this approach within a suitable time frame raises a poten-
tial psychological hurdle in CICO cases—will the anaesthetist be
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willing to pick up a scalpel and make a large wound rather than
utilizing the apparently less traumatic cannula?13

Fortunately, correct identification of the cricothyroid mem-
brane (i.e. whether emergency FONA is performed through the cri-
cothyroid membrane or anterior wall of the trachea) is not likely
to be important for re-oxygenation. A retrospective review of
emergency cricothyrotomies and tracheotomies in an American
trauma centre found no complications in either group.14

It is also important to consider the next step once the infero-
glottic airway has been accessed with a cannula. Transtracheal
jet ventilation has, justifiably, been implicated in secondary
barotrauma, which highlights the pitfalls of attempting to
achieve minute volume ventilation via a small diameter instru-
ment without appropriate equipment and sufficient training.4

While animal models might not be applicable to humans, simu-
lated crisis in live anaesthetized animals is, arguably,15 the clos-
est method of reproducing the stressful conditions of a CICO
crisis that we have. The Royal Perth Hospital (RPH) group in
Australia have observed over 10 000 CICO rescue attempts in
anaesthetized sheep by practitioners, and have refined their ap-
proach over time. The rationale for using a cannula as a conduit
for re-oxygenation includes a high success rate with training, its
potential for conversion by Seldinger technique to a cuffed air-
way, anaesthetists’ familiarity and confidence using cannulas,
less tissue destruction and bleeding compared with a scalpel,
and an attempt does not significantly impair subsequent
attempts with either cannula or scalpel. The RPH group has
repeatedly found the cannula technique to be the fastest and
most efficient means of providing emergency rescue
re-oxygenation in their sheep model.16 Wong and colleagues,17

using a rabbit model, have shown supportive evidence for rapid
re-oxygenation using both a hand-triggered jet injector and an
Enk Oxygen Flow Regulator. Unfortunately, there is little good
scientific evidence in airway management as a whole, and
certainly very little for FONA specific to anaesthesia.

Some of the risks of narrow-bore cannula jet oxygenation
have been overcome with the Rapid-O2TM cricothyroidotomy in-
sufflation deviceTM (previously known as ‘Leroy’; Meditech
Systems Ltd, Dorset, UK),18 which by focusing on oxygenation
(not CO2 clearance) and limiting jetting attempts might reduce
risk. This device is affordable for both training as well as place-
ment at all anaesthesia locations, is a true on–off device, pro-
vides feedback and also affords an expiratory pathway.
However, there is insufficient evidence in humans to recom-
mend its widespread adoption.

Watterson and colleagues19 identified a large variety of clini-
cal scenarios that can lead to a CICO situation. Training should
incorporate discussion of airway management nuances outside
the operating theatre, including remote anaesthesia areas such
as interventional radiology suites, gastroenterology, bronchos-
copy and stand-alone surgical and dental practices.20 Other spe-
cialities such as Emergency Medicine, Intensive Care and
Retrieval Medicine are not directly included in the scope of this
training but are able to contribute to speciality-specific clinical
scenarios such as trauma anaesthesia. Clearly, there are many
CICO scenarios in which trained surgeons are not readily avail-
able and the anaesthetist is the only qualified practitioner to
perform emergency FONA.

Clinicians who oppose the cannula cricothyoidotomy tech-
nique often cite the fourth National Audit Project (NAP4)21 and
trauma scenarios22 where using a scalpel and bougie has a high
success rate. Care needs to be taken when drawing parallels be-
tween trauma and an unexpected failed airway during routine
anaesthesia practice. The high success rate of supraglottic

airway management in anaesthesia means that FONA is rare. In
contrast, supraglottic airway management in trauma has a
higher failure rate for a number of reasons, including manual
in-line neck stabilization, facial trauma and low level of airway
expertise compared with anaesthesia. In such cases, FONA is
more common, rarely incurs criticism and may even be received
with a degree of reverence for being heroic. Indeed for emer-
gency responders in a recent military audit, pre-hospital crico-
thyrotomy was successful in only 67% of cases (of which 66%
died) despite managing fit, healthy and lean individuals.23 In a
large pre-hospital series, in which there was a 100% success rate
in 90 patients with a primary or rescue scalpel technique, the
mortality rate was 80%.24 Given the seriousness of their injuries,
the question has been raised as to how much of an impact, if
any, hypoxia contributed to the outcome.25

There are major differences in the mind-set and expecta-
tions between anaesthetists performing their routine work and
emergency personnel attending trauma. The anaesthetist might
feel responsible for the CICO scenario as a situation they have
created in comparison with the emergency responder who is
confronted with a pre-existing obstructed airway. Anaesthetists
and their supportive staff have more experience with successful
supraglottic airway management, which can lead to hesitation
when an emergency FONA is required.

The NAP4 has been widely used to justify scalpel-based tech-
niques.21 It examined an environment in which the cannula tech-
nique was rarely taught, and their findings are likely to reflect the
situation in many countries around the world. The numbers,
however, are limited and the comparison of surgeons’ success
rate using a scalpel with the anaesthetists’ use of a cannula is
problematic. Two conclusions that might be drawn are: (i) anaes-
thetists untrained in CICO techniques have a high failure rate
with cannula and scalpel techniques (61% and 67%, respec-
tively),26 and (ii) surgeons have a high success rate but might be
slow to perform a surgical airway in many cases. Support or dis-
missal of any clinical procedure should be based on scientific evi-
dence that correlates with the environment where it is being
used. A survey of surgeons in Western Australia showed that
they were rarely involved in emergency surgical airway proce-
dures, often had little experience in crisis management and, as a
result, can have difficulty in decision making when called upon
to perform a definitive surgical airway.27 With increasing subspe-
cialization in surgery, the situation is likely to be similar in many
parts of the world. Anaesthetists, therefore, should be proficient
in both supraglottic and FONA techniques. It is not appropriate to
rely on a surgeon to perform a surgical airway, especially as the
surgeon might not be immediately available or experienced in
emergency airway management.

Hamaekers and Henderson28 have stated that there is no
consensus on the best technique or device for emergency percu-
taneous airway at this time and, quite rightly, recommend that
all anaesthetists should be skilled in more than one technique
because avoiding delay is at least as important as the choice of
method in determining outcome. Another reason to know more
than one technique is that for specific situations such as impal-
pable neck anatomy, observation from the RPH wet lab show
the use of the scalpel deep in the neck is technically far more
challenging to achieve than the scalpel–finger–cannula tech-
nique29 to achieve rapid oxygenation.

It is apparent that non-technical skills in airway crisis man-
agement are an essential aspect of teaching.20 Simply teaching
participants the mechanics of an emergency FONA is severely
limited unless the decision-making process is closely examined.
FONA is often either not performed or performed at a late stage.
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Over the years there has been a change in medical culture
where both specialists and trainees focus on the dangers of
‘commission’ while ignoring the problems of ‘omission’. That is
to say, it is better to do nothing than to act and be criticized
should a bad result occur. Primum non nocere (‘first, do no harm’)
is equated to avoiding any action while ignoring that doing
nothing can itself cause harm. The fear of causing lower airway
and/or neck trauma by mismanaging any type of cricothyroidot-
omy inhibits the practitioner to act.

Similar to basic life support, the lack of large scientifically
sound studies leads to expert consensus providing direction in
management. Although efforts have been made to change, a
certain ‘blame’ aspect still exists in medical culture when exam-
ining crisis management retrospectively.30 Polarized viewpoints
on the correct technique for FONA lead to a fear of criticism by
‘airway experts’, which, in turn, is the very reason that practi-
tioners fail to act in a timely manner.

Before the cannula technique is dismissed, the impact of
teaching and non-technical training needs to be investigated
further. Currently, the technique might continue to have a role
in a difficult airway curriculum where the technique has been
adequately taught. Whilst the discussion on FONA techniques
will continue, there remain many important issues of difficult
airway management, including a lack of readily accessible diffi-
cult airway kits,31 poor airway assessment and planning,32 and
deviation from accepted algorithms.33 Many cases often display
a number of system errors and rarely is the choice of scalpel–
bougie or cannula cricothyroidotomy a significant issue. While
the FONA debate is important, many other fundamental princi-
ples of difficult airway management are being forgotten or
ignored.
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